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Definition of PPI

“PPI contributors”

Patients
Carers
Service users
Public

consulted by or work alongside researchers in

Choosing topic
Designing
Planning
Doing
Communicating findings

Grant application
Trial Steering Committee
Trial Management Group
Advisory panel
Consultation exercise

Focus groups
Surveys
Interviews

Research process
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Aims of qualitative study

To explore:

1) Needs and challenges
   • PPI in surgical trials
   • Recruitment & retention of participants in surgical trials

2) Views about impact of PPI on recruitment & retention

3) Ideas for PIRRIST intervention
Data collection & analysis

- 31 surgical trial staff
- 21 PPI contributors
- 2 PPI coordinators

- 6 focus groups
- 7 interviews
- 11 written contributions
Results: Impact of PPI on recruitment

- informing trial design / recruitment methods
- assessing patients’ willingness to take part
- directly recruiting participants
- improving relevance of research question
- publicly endorsing trial
Results: Impact of PPI on recruitment

Recruitment methods
They [PPI contributors] had the idea of using social media as a possible avenue to approach patients because of the type of patients in the trial – they were younger and they're more inclined to use Twitter and Facebook... And with their input we started to develop entries for Facebook and to use on Twitter, and our recruitment virtually tripled as a result of using that. (Staff FG2)
Results: Impact of PPI on retention

• assessing burden/acceptability of follow-up methods
• making data collection tools more patient-friendly
• suggesting retention strategies
• communicating with participants during trial
• changing which/how outcomes collected
• challenging regulatory barriers to adopting new data collection methods
Results: Impact of PPI on retention

**Data collection tools**
One of the tasks that I had to do was actually to review the patient diary… and say, you know, "Does this make sense to the average patient?“ […] It was a big task but then in some cases there was no consistency from one page to another, you know, and it wasn’t severe but, you know there were gaps and what I found particularly refreshing is when I went back with my comments, and the changes were made.
(PPI FG6)
Results: Impact of PPI on recruitment/retention

PPI unhelpful / less helpful if:
- Involved too late
- Different from trial target population
- Literacy level too high (PILs)
- Bigger barriers are operating
PPI unhelpful/less helpful if…

**Literacy level too high**

[PPI contributors] are very good and they're commenting on... all aspects of the trial and, you know. But perhaps when you send the patient the information sheet to look at, they might... be reading it at a higher level than a lot of the people you might be contacting.

(Staff FG4)
PPI can have a negative impact…

One trial we paid for translations of information sheets which, well I thought was good. But we also paid for recordings of the translations as well which we were told by a PPI person, and by one of the research nurses involved in the trials management group as well, was going to be a very good thing, and… it's the costliest PPI thing we've ever done… All the recordings are available online, so we know how much they're used, and we can also compare when, you know translations were distributed or recordings were distributed and see if there's any change in recruitment, and there wasn't. (Staff FG2)
Conclusions

• Potential for PPI to **improve** recruitment & retention in various ways
• Potential for PPI to be **unhelpful** or **harmful**

- **Plan** carefully in advance
- Involve as **early** as possible
- Include patients with target **condition**
- Seek **diverse** perspectives
Some final words of caution…

I see [PPI] more as improving the research process, to be honest, rather than just trying to get people into trials… Because, from my perspective, there’s no point in trying to get people into trials that are not going to be worthwhile.

(PPI 150)
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